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Abstract
Short-term exercise can enhance insulin action, but the effect may be negated by the opposing action of energy surplus. The purpose
of this investigation was to test the hypothesis that a single exercise bout would increase insulin action, even when opposed by a
concurrent energy surplus. After 2 days in energy balance without exercise, baseline glucose and insulin areas under the curve and the
insulin sensitivity index (C-ISI) were measured during an oral glucose tolerance test in 9 healthy, habitually active subjects (6 males,
3 females). A state of relative insulin insensitivity was then induced by systematic overfeeding (OF) to generate a daily energy surplus of
768 F 203 kcal/d for 3 days, and the oral glucose tolerance test was repeated. In the following 24 hours, the OF was increased ~2-fold
(+6284 F 1669 kJ/d) and subjects performed a single bout of exercise (expenditure = 3063 F 803 kJ) to maintain the same energy
surplus (+3125 F 993 kJ/d; OF and exercise) as OF. After OF, fasting insulin tended to be higher (+36%, P = .099), insulin AUC rose by
38% ( P = .002), and C-ISI declined from 6.6 F 3.1 to 4.6 F 1.8 ( P = .007) compared with baseline. After OF and exercise, fasting
insulin remained elevated (+43% compared with baseline; P = .043) and C-ISI rose only slightly (4.6 F 1.8 to 5.2 F 2.3; P = .058), but
insulin AUC declined by 20% ( P = .048) compared with OF. A single exercise bout, opposed by a concurrent energy surplus, decreased
the insulin response to a glucose challenge, but only partially restored the insulin AUC to baseline and had no impact on C-ISI or fasting
insulin concentrations.

1. Introduction
Physical exercise increases blood glucose uptake, and
this effect persists in the form of enhanced insulin-mediated
glucose uptake (insulin sensitivity) for up to several days
postexercise [1-3]. Adaptations to long-term training are not
required for this effect to be observed as even a single bout
of exercise will increase insulin-mediated blood glucose
uptake or reduce the insulin response to an oral glucose
challenge [2,4]. However, because the exercise energy
expenditure has rarely been replaced in these short-term
studies, the results may be at least partially explained by the
concurrent energy deficit. The few short-term studies in
which exercise energy expenditure was deliberately
replaced to maintain energy balance have provided mixed
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results, with meal composition, timing of the measurements,
degree of glycogen depletion, and/or subject characteristics
potentially mediating the response [5-12]. Recently, Fox et al
[8] reported that the glucose and insulin responses to oral
glucose were not affected by adding dietary energy to
maintain energy balance when energy was added purely in
the form of lipid.
Short-term energy surplus (3-7 days when dietary intake
exceeds expenditure) usually causes a relative insulin
resistance, even in the absence of significant weight gain
[13-15]. The impact of energy surplus in modulating
postexercise insulin action has rarely been studied, although
the metabolic situation is interesting from a basic science
perspective (what are net effects of 2 opposing bforcesQ) and
potential real-world application (eg, dietary recommenda
tions for active individuals). Recently, Schenk et al [11]
tested the independent effects of exercise and energy surplus
on insulin sensitivity and reported that infusing lipid to

or the grade of the treadmill was increased every 2 minutes
until the subject was unable to maintain the required pedal
cadence or running speed. During the test, oxygen
consumption and carbon dioxide production were assessed
using an online metabolic system (Parvomedics TrueMax
2400, Consentius Technologies, Sandy, UT), and Vo2
peak was defined as the highest Vo2 value obtained
(30-second average).
Fig. 1. Timeline of activities during the intervention.

generate an energy surplus of 1100 kcal did not blunt insulin
sensitivity after one bout of exercise in young women. In
rats, however, overfeeding (OF) blunted the effects of
exercise training on insulin sensitivity when compared with
an energy balance condition [16,17].
To date, no studies in humans have evaluated the impact
of energy surplus on postexercise insulin action with
nutrients consumed rather than infused and the macronutri
ent composition of the diet held constant. Based on prior
data [13,15], we used a short-term energy surplus combined
with detraining to induce a state of relative insulin
insensitivity in habitually active individuals. The purpose
of the current investigation was to test the hypothesis that a
single bout of exercise, combined with OF to generate a
considerable energy excess, would reverse the insulin
insensitivity caused by the short-term energy surplus and
detraining model.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Six healthy males (30 F 8 years, 78.6 F 6.1 kg, 14.7% F
5.3% body fat, 60.4 F 6.8 mL d kg1 d min1) and
3 healthy females (23 F 2 years, 67.6 F 22.8 kg, 27.6% F
12.7% body fat, 44.1 F 7.4 mL d kg1 d min1) participated
in the study. Data from 1 subject were dropped from the
final analysis for reasons detailed below (final n = 9). All
were nonsmokers, in excellent overall health, reported being
weight stable for the previous 6 months, and participated in
regular aerobic exercise (range, 5-8 h/wk). All women were
studied in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle based
on the date of menstruation. The study was approved by the
institutional review board at the University of Massachu
setts, Amherst. Verbal and written informed consent was
obtained from all subjects.
2.2. Preliminary tests
Body composition was assessed using dual-energy x-ray
absorptiometry (Lunar, Madison, WI). Subjects then per
formed a continuous progressive exercise test either on a
cycle ergometer (SensorMedics 800, Yorba Linda, CA) or a
treadmill (Life Fitness 9100HR, Schiller Park, IL) to
determine peak oxygen consumption. Briefly, after a
5-minute warm-up, the workload on the cycle ergometer

2.3. Estimated energy expenditure and energy intake
Before the intervention, all subjects completed a 3-day
diet recall to provide an initial estimate of energy intake.
Resting energy expenditure (REE) was measured in the
morning after an overnight fast using indirect calorimetry to
estimate energy requirements. After a 20-minute period of
relaxation, subjects sat comfortably in a reclining chair for
20 minutes while expired air was collected using the
metabolic measurement system (Parvomedics TrueMax
2400, Consentius Technologies, Sandy, UT). The measured
REE was multiplied by an activity factor from 1.5 to
1.8 dependent upon the subject’s individual habitual
physical activity (based on physical training logs) to provide
an estimate of total energy expenditure. Kien and Ugrasbul
[18] reported that energy requirements estimated from the
REE and the appropriate activity factor were strongly
correlated (r = 0.73) with energy requirements measured
during 28 days of controlled feeding. Subjects were
provided with all meals throughout the study. The stan
dardized diet was composed of 50% to 60% carbohydrate,
25% to 30% fat, and 15% to 20% protein, and consisted of
common whole and frozen foods. Subjects were asked to
consume discrete meals at certain times of the day
(breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks, etc). Subjects were
instructed to consume all food and drinks provided and to
return the used containers at the end of each day including
any uneaten food. No food was returned, indicating that
subjects consumed all foods given. To minimize confound
ing effects of caffeine and alcohol, subjects were instructed
to refrain from both during the intervention.
2.4. Experimental protocol
An overview of the study design is shown in Fig. 1.
Baseline testing was conducted after 2 days in which
subjects performed no structured exercise (ie, no physical
activity beyond daily living) and maintained energy balance
as described previously. Reduced levels of physical activity
were accounted for in the calculated energy requirements.
On the morning of day 3, after a 10- to 12-hour overnight
fast, a catheter was inserted into a forearm vein, and a fasting
blood sample was taken followed by a standard 2-hour oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT). Subjects ingested 75 g of
glucose (Sun Dex, Fisherbrand, Fisher Healthcare, Houston,
TX) within 5 minutes, and blood samples were collected
every 30 minutes for the next 2 hours. Subjects were overfed
by 25% above their estimated daily energy needs for the next
3 days while continuing to refrain from structured exercise

Table 1
Energy intake, estimated energy expenditure, and estimated energy balance
Energy intake, kJ/d
CHO, g/d
Fat, g/d
Pro, g/d
Estimated energy
expenditure, kJ/d
Estimated energy
balance, kJ/d

Baseline

OF

12 088 (3117)
399 (97),
55%
95 (37),
29%
112 (32),
16%
12 171 (2979)

15 410
529
57%
120
28%
129
15%
12 196

84 (456)

OF + EX
(3782)
(123),
(46),
(32),
(2996)

+3213 (849)

18 376
632
57%
143
28%
150
15%
15 251

(4816)
(158),
(54),
(37),
(3920)

2.6. Calculations
Glucose and insulin concentrations were used to calcu
late area under the glucose and insulin curves during the
OGTT using the trapezoidal method. The values were also
used to calculate the composite insulin sensitivity index
(C-ISI) [19] and the homeostasis model assessment of
insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) [20] as:
10; 000
C  ISI ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðFPG  FPIÞ  ðG  IÞ

+3125 (933)

Values are mean (SD). CHO indicates carbohydrate; Pro, protein.

(OF) to induce a state of relative insulin insensitivity. The
composition of the diet was held constant by increasing
carbohydrate, protein, and fat intake in a proportional
manner (Table 1). After an overnight fast, a second OGTT
was given on the morning of day 6. After the OGTT, subjects
performed a single bout of exercise comprising 25% of their
estimated daily energy expenditure (Table 1). Subjects
completed the exercise protocol on a cycle ergometer or
treadmill at 60% of Vo2 peak until 25% of baseline energy
intake was expended (mean duration, 60 minutes). To ensure
that the exercise intensity and energy expenditure were
correct, oxygen consumption was measured during the initial
20 minutes of exercise, and heart rate was monitored
throughout the protocol. To maintain the desired energy
surplus, dietary energy was increased by an additional 50%
to offset the energy expended during exercise (OF and
exercise [OF + EX]; Fig. 1, day 6). As a typical example, a
subject consuming 3000 kcal/d at baseline would have
consumed 3750 kcal/d during OF (energy surplus = 750
kcal). They would have then consumed 4500 kcal/d during
OF + EX, which was offset by an exercise expenditure of
750 kcal to maintain an energy surplus of 750 kcal. The last
OGTT was given the morning after OF + EX.
2.5. Biochemical analyses
Venous blood samples were collected in sterile syringes
and transferred to tubes containing sodium fluoride (to
inhibit glycolysis) and potassium oxalate (for analysis of
glucose concentration), EDTA (for analysis of insulin
concentration), or a serum separator for analysis of
nonesterified fatty acid (NEFA) concentrations. Samples
were immediately centrifuged at 3000g for 15 minutes,
and plasma was aliquoted into polystyrene tubes and
stored at 808C until analyzed. Plasma glucose concen
trations were assessed by the glucose oxidase method
using an autoanalyzer (Analox Instruments, Lunenburg,
MA). Plasma insulin concentrations were determined by
radioimmunoassay (Linco Research, St Charles, MO), and
plasma NEFA (Wako Chemicals, Richmond, VA) concen
trations were determined using an enzymatic colorimetric
assay kit.

HOMA  IR ¼

ðFPG  FPIÞ
22:5

where FPG and FPI are fasting plasma glucose and fasting
plasma insulin concentrations, and G and I are the mean
glucose and insulin concentrations during the OGTT.
2.7. Statistical analysis
A commercial software package from SAS (Cary, NC)
was used for statistical analysis of data. For glucose and
insulin concentrations during the OGTT, a mixed-model
2-way analysis of variance with repeated measures using a
compound symmetric covariate structure was used to test for
day  time interactions. For the glucose and insulin areas
under the curve, C-ISI scores, and fasting measurements, a
1-way analysis of variance with a compound symmetric
covariate structure was used to test for differences between
conditions. In general, data are presented in tables as the
condition mean, difference from the baseline condition, the
95% confidence interval of that difference, and the exact
P value. Insulin concentrations were not normally distrib
uted and so the values were log transformed before
statistical analysis. By convention, significant differences
were defined as P b .05. When appropriate, post hoc tests of
significance were performed with a Tukey honestly signif
icant difference test. Although technically complying with
the protocol, 1 subject performed an extremely strenuous
bout of unaccustomed exercise 3 days before the baseline
Table 2
Fasting plasma glucose, insulin, and NEFAs
Baseline
Glucose (mmol/L)
D from baseline
95% CI
Exact P
Insulin (pmol/L)
D from baseline
95% CI
Exact P
NEFA (mmol/L)
D from baseline
95% CI
Exact P

5.3 (0.7)

52.8 (21.9)

0.44 (0.21)

OF

OF + EX

5.4 (0.6)
0.1
(0.5, 0.3)
0.463
71.9 (38.1)
19.1
(41.2, 3.2)
0.099
0.30 (0.09)
0.14
(0.28, 0.02)
0.024a

5.4 (0.6)
0.1
(0.5, 0.3)
0.653
75.7 (33.0)
22.9
(45.1, 0.7)
0.043a
0.33 (0.11)
0.11
(0.24, 0.02)
0.108

Values are mean (SD). D indicates group mean difference; CI, confidence
interval.
a
Significantly different than baseline.

similar for baseline and OF (Table 1). As designed, exercise
energy expenditure (3063 F 803 kJ) increased the estimated
energy expenditure during OF + EX. As a result, estimated
energy surplus relative to baseline was very similar for OF
and OF + EX (Table 1). Compared with baseline, body mass
increased 0.8 F 0.6 kg after OF ( P = .038) and a total of
1.1 F 0.7 kg after OF + EX ( P b .001).
3.2. Effects of the OF period
Energy surplus without exercise (OF) had no impact on
fasting glucose concentration, glucose response during the
OGTT, or the glucose AUC (Table 2 and Fig. 2). Mean
fasting insulin concentration was 36% higher (7 of 9 subjects
showed an increase) after OF, but not significantly different
from the baseline (Table 2). Relative to baseline, insulin
concentrations during the OGTT were significantly higher at
30 and 60 minutes ( P b .05). The insulin AUC was

Fig. 2. Plasma glucose response during the 2-hour OGTT (A) and glucose
area under the curve with individual data points (B) the morning after each
period. Values are mean (SEM).

testing and experienced considerable muscle soreness
during the study period. Her data were omitted from the
final analysis because the insulin response during the 2-hour
OGTT on the OF + EX day was more than 3 SDs from the
group mean, as indicated by the auto-regressive integrated
moving average model.
3. Results
3.1. Energy intake, estimated energy expenditure, and
estimated energy balance
By design, energy intake was increased by 25% for OF
and 50% for OF + EX compared with baseline intake
(Table 1). The macronutrient composition of the diet did not
change during the intervention because the absolute
amounts of ingested carbohydrate, fat, and protein were
increased proportionally. Estimated energy expenditure was

Fig. 3. Plasma insulin response during the 2-hour OGTT (A) and insulin
area under the curve with individual data points (B) the morning after
each period. Values are mean (SEM). *Significantly different than baseline
( P = .002) and OF + EX ( P = .048).

significantly elevated by 38% (all 9 subjects showed an
increase) after OF relative to baseline (Fig. 3). Compared
with baseline, the C-ISI score was significantly lower
(indicating less insulin sensitivity) after OF (4.6 F 1.8 vs
6.6 F 3.1, respectively; P = .007). The HOMA-IR tended
to be higher after OF (2.9 F 1.6) than after baseline (2.1 F
0.9), but the mean difference was not statistically significant
despite 7 of the 9 subjects having elevated scores (indicating
more insulin resistance) after OF ( P = .123). Fasting
plasma NEFA concentration was significantly (32%)
lower after OF relative to baseline (Table 2).
3.3. Effects of combined OF + EX
Energy surplus combined with exercise (OF + EX) had
no effect on the fasting glucose concentration, the glucose
response during the OGTT, or the glucose AUC (Table 2
and Fig. 2). Compared with OF, fasting plasma insulin
concentrations remained elevated after OF + EX and were
significantly (+43%) higher than baseline values (Table 2).
Compared with OF, insulin concentrations during the OGTT
were lower after OF + EX ( P b .05) with no difference
between baseline concentrations (Fig. 3). Relative to OF, the
mean insulin AUC was significantly lower (20%) after OF
+ EX, and this effect was consistent as insulin AUC was
reduced toward baseline in 8 of the 9 subjects. However,
the insulin AUC was reduced to the pre-OF baseline in only
2 of 9 subjects and remained 11% higher (but not
significantly different) than baseline. Relative to OF, the
C-ISI score was not significantly increased by OF + EX
(5.2 F 2.3) and remained lower compared with baseline
(6.6 F 3.1) in all 9 subjects ( P = .058). The HOMA-IR
remained approximately the same after OF + EX compared
with OF (3.0 F 1.4 and 2.9 F 1.6, respectively). Fasting
plasma NEFAs were similar (difference between means of
only 7%) after OF + EX relative to OF (Table 2).
4. Discussion
The goal of the current investigation was to assess the
combined impact of exercise and energy surplus on
estimated insulin action. Specifically, we assessed whether
a single exercise bout would reverse the insulin insensitivity
caused by short-term OF and detraining, even in the context
of an ongoing energy surplus. The main findings were that
(1) as anticipated, 3 days of energy surplus combined with
detraining induced a state of insulin insensitivity in healthy
individuals as indicated by increases in fasting plasma
insulin concentrations, the insulin response to glucose
ingestion, and mathematical indices of insulin resistance;
(2) with continued energy surplus, a single bout of exercise
lowered, but did not completely reverse, the elevated
insulin response to glucose that was induced by OF and
detraining; and (3) other measures of insulin resistance,
for example, C-ISI, fasting insulin concentration, and
HOMA-IR, were not affected by the single exercise bout
combined with energy surplus.

Short-term energy balance clearly modulates insulin
sensitivity. Energy deficit, with or without exercise,
improves insulin sensitivity [5,21,22], whereas short-term
energy surplus (3-7 days) usually leads to a relative insulin
resistance [13-15]. For example, Bachmann et al [13]
demonstrated that 3 days OF (+767 kcal/d compared with
a control group) decreased insulin sensitivity in healthy
men. These investigations suggest that OF-induced changes
in insulin sensitivity occur in a few days, well before
appreciable weight gain. We took advantage of this
metabolic response to create a bmodelQ of mild insulin
resistance in a population of healthy insulin-sensitive
individuals. Similar to prior studies [13-15], we observed
a sharp increase in the insulin response to glucose and a
significant reduction in the insulin sensitivity index with
only a very modest weight gain (b 1 kg). The effect may be
attributable to contributions from the considerable energy
surplus (25% over estimated requirements) and a reduction
in habitual physical activity (ie, detraining). To minimize the
potential confounding impact of detraining, we enforced
2 sedentary days before the baseline measures were taken. It
is likely, however, that the effects of detraining [4]
continued during the 3 days of OF and may have added to
the impact of energy surplus alone. Although the continued
detraining confounds attribution of the metabolic changes to
an independent effect of energy surplus, the main purpose of
the energy surplus period was to create a state of mild
insulin insensitivity, which was used as a new baseline to
assess the impact of exercise combined with energy surplus.
From that perspective, the independent effects of energy
surplus and detraining are not directly germane to the main
purpose of the study. If the goal is to tease out the
independent effects of energy surplus and detraining, the
study design would require using a subject population
composed of sedentary men and/or women.
Because the daily energy surplus was maintained, by
design, at ~3183 kJ/d, the cumulative energy surplus on
day 7 (+1276 kJ) was higher than on day 6 (+9623 kJ). The
greater total energy surplus may have independently
contributed to insulin insensitivity and minimized the impact
of the exercise bout to reverse the effects of overfeeding.
Many researchers have shown that insulin action is
enhanced for 24 to 72 hours postexercise, at least when
exercise energy expenditure is not replaced [1,2,5,6]. When
energy balance is restored by the appropriate increase in
dietary energy, the effect of exercise on insulin action may
be abolished [5,12], considerably blunted [9,10], or main
tained [8], depending on the composition, timing, and
energy content of the replacement energy (as well as other
nondietary factors such as duration and intensity of exercise,
short-term exercise or long-term training, obese or lean
subjects, etc). There are few prior data relevant to a situation
in which energy expended is exceeded by replacement of
dietary energy to create an energy surplus. Heled et al
[16,17] showed that exercise training (z 4 weeks) paired
with OF increases insulin sensitivity and delays the

progression of type 2 diabetes mellitus in overfed Psamm
omys obesus rats, but not to the same extent as an energy
balance condition. Recently, Schenk et al [11] reported that,
compared with a saline infusion, a lipid infusion to create an
energy surplus of 1100 kcal did not alter insulin sensitivity
measured the morning after a short-term bout of exercise.
We found that the insulin response to glucose ingestion was
reduced by about 20% after the exercise day compared with
sedentary OF days, although energy consumption was
raised to maintain the net energy surplus of 25% over
energy need. The reduction only reversed about half of the
OF-induced insulin resistance (the insulin area was com
pletely restored to pre-OF values in only 2 subjects),
however. In this respect, our data are very consistent with
those of Heled et al [16,17] and are opposed to the results in
humans from Schenk et al [11]. The other measures in this
investigation, for example, C-ISI, fasting insulin, and
HOMA-IR, showed no reversal toward baseline after OF +
EX and are somewhat consistent with Heled et al [16,17].
The composition of the postexercise energy intake may
explain some of the inconsistencies in insulin action.
Although the study parameters were considerably different,
Cartee et al [1] and Garcia-Roves et al [23] have shown that
consumption of carbohydrate foods resulting in replenish
ment of glycogen stores is a potent stimulus to reverse the
exercise-induced enhancement of insulin sensitivity in
glycogen-depleted rats. In the recent study by Schenk et al
[11], the energy intake after the single bout of exercise was
infused in the form of pure lipid and contained no
carbohydrate. We chose to more closely simulate breal
worldQ conditions in which food was consumed orally and
the dietary energy was increased while maintaining the same
macronutrient composition. Using this protocol, subjects
consumed more carbohydrate (increased by approximately
25% relative to OF and 50% compared with baseline)
during the OF + EX period. It is certainly possible that
increase in dietary carbohydrate, rather than dietary energy
per se, contributed to blunt the magnitude of the exerciseinduced enhancement of insulin sensitivity.
The timing of the postexercise energy (and/or carbohy
drate) replacement may also impact the magnitude of the
exercise effect on insulin sensitivity. Providing replacement
energy, especially carbohydrate-containing energy, in the
bcritical windowQ for maximizing glycogen replacement
(generally accepted to be within the first 1-2 hours postexer
cise), is likely to strongly oppose the insulin-sensitizing
effects of exercise. Cartee et al [1] showed that consumption
of carbohydrate foods after a bout of exercise reversed the
exercise-induced enhancement of insulin sensitivity in
glycogen-depleted rats. Recently, we found that replacing
the energy expended during exercise to maintain energy
balance totally eliminated the effect of short-term exercise
training (6 days) to enhance insulin action in overweight,
insulin-resistant subjects [5]. In Black et al [5], exercise
energy expenditure was replaced immediately postexercise
with relatively high-carbohydrate foods. In the current study,

energy replacement was delayed by an average of 95 minutes
postexercise (range, 90-120 minutes). It is conceivable that
the delay slowed replacement of muscle glycogen and/or
regulation of key factors (eg, adenosine monophosphate
kinase activity, glycogen synthase, glycogen synthase kinase,
etc) that mediate the magnitude and duration of the effects of
exercise on insulin sensitivity.
Comparison of our results with those from studies in
which more direct measures of insulin-mediated glucose
uptake were made (eg, Black et al [5], Ross et al [9,10],
Schenk et al [11], Segal et al [12]) is problematic. The
OGTT has some advantages: glucose is delivered via the
gastrointestinal system, makes a first pass through hepatic
tissues, and the dynamic changes in blood glucose and
insulin concentrations are more representative of a post
prandial state, but insulin sensitivity is not directly
measured. Plasma insulin concentrations during an OGTT
may only explain approximately one third of the variance in
insulin sensitivity [24]. When a mathematical model is used
[19] to estimate insulin sensitivity (C-ISI) from glucose and
insulin responses to an OGTT, however, there is a very
good correlation with insulin sensitivity measured by
hyperinsulinemic clamp (r = 0.836). We found that the
C-ISI was significantly reduced after 3 days of energy
surplus (which matched the pattern observed in the insulin
response to glucose ingestion). However, unlike the return
toward baseline values observed in the insulin response, the
C-ISI scores changed very little when continued OF was
opposed by a short-term bout of exercise. Similarly,
measures made in the fasting state, for example, plasma
insulin concentration and HOMA-IR, which indicated less
insulin sensitivity after energy surplus alone, showed no
reversal toward baseline in response to OF plus exercise.
These results suggest that the metabolic response to OF +
EX varies with the type of assessment made (insulin area vs
C-ISI) and possibly the physiological state (fasted or
insulin-stimulated). Similarly, Heled et al [16,17], who
showed that exercise training increased muscle insulin
responsiveness even coupled with energy surplus, reported
that fasting hyperinsulinemia was not attenuated by exercise
training when compared with a group of sedentary rats in
similar energy surplus. In a slightly different model, in
which insulin resistance was induced in rats by high-fat
feeding rather than energy surplus, exercise enhanced
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, but not fasting insulin
resistance [25]. It is also possible that the relatively small
sample size and modest effect size provided inadequate
statistical power to reach statistical significance in some
of the metabolic measures (eg, C-ISI after OF + EX,
HOMA-IR after OF).
Although insulin resistance would be expected to raise
circulating fatty acid concentrations, we found that
plasma free fatty acid concentrations in the fasting state
were lower after OF and OF + EX compared with baseline.
Although clearly preliminary, one potential explanation is a
decoupling in the impact of the short-term energy surplus

model on carbohydrate vs fat metabolism. It is also
possible that the protocol is a better model for hyperinsuli
nemia than overt insulin resistance, at least with respect to
the antilipolytic action of insulin. Future work using a
more sensitive and quantitative method should be used to
assess tissue-specific (muscle, liver, adipocytes, beta cell)
effects of energy surplus, with and without exercise, on
insulin sensitivity.
In summary, we showed that short-term energy surplus
combined with detraining induces a state of relative insulin
insensitivity in healthy individuals, and despite an ongoing
energy surplus, an acute bout of exercise reduces the insulin
response to a glucose challenge. However, the exercise bout,
when opposed by energy surplus, had no significant impact
on the composite insulin sensitivity index or fasting hyper
insulinemia. More systematic studies exploring the inter
actions between exercise energy expenditure, meal
composition, and meal timing are needed to gain better
insight into this area. Optimizing the energy content,
macronutrient composition, and timing of meals that follow
bouts of exercise may be an extremely important consider
ation for individuals using physical activity to enhance their
metabolic health.
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